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bags



Your ultimate bag: we got it  
Parthen makes it happen

Parthen helps  

Need support when considering your 

requirements, when looking for that 

one rare item, or tailoring items to 

your taste? Parthen helps! We have 

the knowledge and experience, and 

will be happy to help you find what 

you need. Just ask us, and we’ll 

gladly think along. Parthen knows 

the market, the bottlenecks, the 

people and the ways.

1,001 possibilities
 

The Parthen Meeting Essentials 

catalogue at www.parthen.com 

features thousands of products: 

from pen and bag to writing pads, 

small gifts, badges, t-shirts and 

umbrellas. You name it, we’ve got it. 

These are all offered in countless 

versions, printed or not. The printing, 

in turn, also allows many variations. 

In short: the possibilities are literally 

endless at Parthen. And if you can’t 

find just the right item, Parthen will 

design and manufacture it for you. 

Made to measure.

Design your own bag
 

Red like a traffic light, cool and 

strong neoprene, printed with a map 

of Amsterdam, quiet and stylish in 

marine blue or conspicuous neon 

green and purple. If you can’t find it 

in our standard product range, 

Parthen can have your own design 

manufactured for you.

Almost the speed of sound

Parthen has its own central ware-

house, enabling us to deliver stock 

products within a few hours after 

ordering. That is, if the item is in 

stock. International orders take up 

between two to five days.

Guaranteed delivery 

Parthen works on the basis of wide 

experience and trusted relation ships, 

Good news for our clients, this 

almost invariably means guaranteed 

delivery. On time. 

www.sustainablemeeting.org

We are all living together on a single 

planet. This simple fact, combined 

with what we now know about the 

climate change, obliges all of us in 

the meeting industry to actively 

pursue a better environment. At 

Parthen, we have been caring for the 

environment for years now, but that’s 

not enough. We will have to find an 

answer to the question: how can we 

improve our effort? So, at Parthen we 

will take and support any initiative to 

make our market greener. During 

our search for an answer we came 

into contact with the Climate Neutral 

Group, helping us to achieve zero 

emission. We are happy to tell you 

that Parthen is now 100% climate 

neutral. For instance, we designed 

our own new line of green bags, the 

Green Bag Collection, made of 

canvas, cotton and woven paper. 

Parthen also developed its own new 

line of green lanyards that are fully 

biodegradable. But we offer many 

more green products in our own new 

green Sustainable Meeting brand, 

carrying the tree logo. Our green line 

also offers a wide range of lanyards 

and badges. Want to have your items 

manufactured in a fully green 

manner? We will support you. 

 

 
Custom-made own designs require a minimum order of  

500 to 1,000 items. Delivery time for made to measure  

designs is at least 3 months.

Contact Parthen now: +31(0)20 57 27 374 or info@parthen.nl   www.parthen.com



Our top 10 in bags
These ten bags sell best at Parthen. But they form only a small part of our 

product range. We have so much more to offer. Each bag can be adapted to 

individual requirements: different zipper, strap, colour combinations,  

materials, varying printing, etc. Parthen will help you to make the best 

possible choice. We know the market. We know the solutions.

1201 Complete congress bag Heidelberg   

 

Congress bag with handles and shoulder strap, size 

40x33x11 cm, interior with reinforced bottom and two large 

compartments plus various small insert pockets, closes 

with zipper, additional compartment at the outside with  

zipper and phone holder. 

1204  Laptop bag/backpack Shanghai    

 

Luxury and spacious laptop bag with handle and shoulder 

strap, also suitable for use as backpack, size 38x29x10.5 cm, 

various compartments and insert pockets, closes with  

zippers.

1207 Compact and complete congress bag Tokyo    

 

Congress bag with shoulder strap, size 33x25x10 cm, large 

compartment with zipper, various small compartments and 

insert pockets inside flap, additional pocket on the side for 

phone, flap with additional compartment, closes with zipper.

1208 Shoulder bag Istanbul   

 

Congress bag with shoulder strap, size 40x31x12 cm, two 

large interior compartments, various compartments and 

insert pockets inside flap, one compartment closing with 

zipper, flap held by velcro.

1209 Backpack Princeton   

 

Backpack suitable for laptop, size 42x31x13 cm, two large 

compartments both close with double zipper, two additional 

compartments at the front, one compartment closing with 

zipper, the other with velcro, reinforced bottom and padded 

back.



1211 Compact congress bag Stanford    

 

Trendy congress bag with shoulder strap, size 37x26x7 cm, 

one large compartment inside with additional compartments 

at inside of flap, closes with velcro.

1213  Congress bag Bologna   

 

Congress bag with handles and canvas shoulder strap, size 

41x33x10 cm, one large compartment inside with phone 

pocket on outside plus transparent insert pocket, various 

insert pockets for pens etc. on front behind zipper.

1214 Laptop bag/backpack Beijing   

 

Luxury and spacious laptop bag with handle and canvas 

shoulder strap, also suitable for use as backpack, size 

38x29x10.5 cm, two identical compartments, pockets  

and inserts, closes with zippers.

1215 Trendy shoulder bag Leuven   

 

Trendy shoulder bag with shoulder strap, including various 

compartments and insert pockets, size 33x35x12 cm, one 

large interior compartment and smaller compartment, both 

closing with zipper, additional exterior compartment closing 

with velcro/zippers. Minimalistic design.

1216 Trendy shoulder/laptop Madrid   

 

Trendy shoulder/laptop bag, exceptional model with modern 

contours and various compartments, closes with velcro, 

size 40x32x7 cm.

We can also fill your bag
Parthen loves to support you, not only to make the right choice, but also when 

it comes to helping you fill your conference bag with e.g. sponsor inserts, a 

conference programme or a book of abstracts. We will be happy to have it 

done for you, but if you just require a bag with the zipper opened to make 

packing easier. No problem! It’s all in the details. 



Custom-made and green
Here you find samples of eight popular fabrics. Note that Parthen offers many 

more possibilities than just these and will be happy to help you select the 

optimal fabric.

The green content of a product is becoming ever more important. That is why 

Parthen developed its own line called The Green Bag Collection. Our green 

products all carry the tree logo. 
  

Sample Description

Sample 15x100 mm Canvas/Cotton                  

Sample 15x100 mm Woven paper         

Sample 15x100 mm Pet (recycled bottles)      

Sample 15x100 mm Felt         

Sample 15x100 mm Polyester 420 D

Sample 15x100 mm Polyester 600 D

Sample 15x100 mm Nylon

Sample 15x100 mm Neoprene



Outsourcing or doing it all  
by yourself?

Visiting address: 

Stroombaan 4 

1181 VX  Amstelveen 

The Netherlands

Postal address: 

PO Box 25 

1180 AA  Amstelveen 

The Netherlands

T  +31(0)20-5727374

F +31(0)20-5727377

E info@parthen.nl

W www.parthen.nl 

About Parthen

It all started some twenty years ago with a vision. Today, Parthen offers 

worldwide professional support to the organisers of conferences, congresses, 

exhibitions, seminars, meetings and other business events.  

From Eventure, the congress registration software, to temporary staffing to 

10,000 sustainable congress kits. There is no limit to the products and services 

we can offer. And if it isn’t there, we’ll invent it for you.

Parthen is 100% climate neutral

Lanyards

Badges Software 

	 •	eenduidig	ontwerp	adhv	voorbeeld:	3-slag	A4,	fc	met	geplakte	samples
	 •	volgens	redactieconcept,	stramien
	 •	vormgevingswensen:	donkere	ondergrond,	lijntekening,	iets	los	van	Parthen	identity	mag

www.parthen.nl	toont	bovenstaande	keuze	in	hoofdnavigatie.	

StaffingRegistration


